GMMA READY Project
The Project aims to decrease the vulnerability of the Greater Metro Manila Area (GMMA) to natural hazards and increase its resilience, by strengthening the institutional capacities of the local government units, concerned national government agencies, academic institutions and civil society organizations to manage disaster and climate change risks.
### GMMA READY PROJECT
#### 5 EXPECTED PROJECT OUTPUTS AND RESPONSIBLE PARTIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OUTPUT</th>
<th>RESPONSIBLE PARTIES*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output 1: Disaster/climate risk vulnerabilities of GMMA assessed</td>
<td>OCD, CSCAND Agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output 2: Priority disaster/climate risk mitigation actions for GMMA developed and implemented</td>
<td>OCD, CSCAND Agencies, MMDA, GMMA LGUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output 3: Competencies of GMMA LGUs and critical partners (NGAs, academe, professional associations) to mainstream DRM/CRM into local planning and regulatory processes enhanced</td>
<td>OCD and CSCAND Agencies, CCC, Select academic and training institution(s) and professional associations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output 4: DRM/CRM mainstreaming demonstrated in local land use/development plan(s) and regulatory processes of Metro Manila and other select GMMA LGUs</td>
<td>MMDA &amp; HLURB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output 5: DRM/CRM Knowledge Management System/ Community of Practice established</td>
<td>CCC, Select academic institution(s)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Lead Agency CSCAND – NAMRIA, PHIVOLCS, PAGASA, MGB-DENR, CCC & HLURB
OUTPUT 4:
DRM/CRM mainstreaming demonstrated in the land use/development plan(s) and regulatory processes of Metro Manila and other selected GMMA LGUs.

Activity Result
Demonstration of DRM/CRM mainstreaming in plans/regulatory processes of Metro Manila and other selected GMMA LGUs.

Purpose
To showcase mainstreaming of DRM/CRM measures in plans/regulatory processes of Metro Manila and select GMMA LGUs.

Description
Criteria setting and site selection of pilot LGUs for mainstreaming.
- Enhancement of plans and regulatory processes of selected LGUs and Metro Manila using the V&A results of Output 1.
- Development and passage of policy issuances adopting enhanced plans and regulatory processes
Mainstreaming DRR & CCA in Land Use and Development Plan

- Assessment on the DRR and CCA Sensitivity of the Regional Physical Framework Plan of Metro Manila 1996-2016

To identify the gaps and the DRR/CCA sensitivity of the RPFP previously crafted in 1996; and to harmonize development plans at the regional level with respect to mainstreaming DRR/CCA in the local development process.
GMMA READY Project
Component No. 4 – Mainstreaming DRR/CCA in Land Use Plan

• Seminar-Forum on DRR & CCA
• Appreciation Seminar on the Guidelines In Mainstreaming DRR & CCA Sub-national Development and Land Use Plan
• Learning Event on Earthquake Risk Management
• Seminar- Workshop On Hazard and Vulnerability Assessment
• Learning Event on Exposure Database
• Assessment on the DRR & CCA Sensitivity of the Regional Physical Framework Plan of Metro Manila 1996-2016
Activities for the 2 Pilot LGUs: Cites of Caloocan & Las Piñas

- Develop criteria and select pilot LGUs for DRR/CCA mainstreaming
- MOA signing
- Sectoral Workshop/Writeshop on Mainstreaming DRR/CCA in CLUP
- Progress Monitoring/Consultations/Coordination Meetings
- Finalize/Print of the draft DRR/CCA Enhanced CLUP
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